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Pressure effects on electronic structure and magnetic properties of iron-based superconductors FeSe1íxTex (x û 0, 0.5 and 1.0) and LaFeAsO are investigated. The superconducting transition was observed at TC û 8, 13.6í14.2, and 26 K in FeSe0.963,
FeSe0.5Te0.5, and LaFeAsO0.85F0.1, respectively. The intrinsic magnetic susceptibility $ in
the series of FeSe0.963, FeSe0.5Te0.5 and FeTe is found to increase gradually approximately
10 times as much with Te content. A kink in the low-field dependence of $(T) was detected at
TM û 135 K for LaFeAsO0.85F0.1. The electronic structures and paramagnetic susceptibilities of the studied compounds are calculated ab initio in external magnetic field as a
function of atomic volume and structural parameter Z, which specifies the relative height
of chalcogen atoms above iron plane. The calculated field-induced magnetic moments
and their volume derivatives indicate that these systems are in a close proximity to a
quantum critical point. For FeSe and FeTe the calculated paramagnetic susceptibilities
reveal a large magnetovolume effect and a drastic sensitivity to parameter Z.
Keywords: FeAs superconductors, FeSe(Te), pressure effect, magnetization, electronic
structure

Following the discovery of the iron-pnictide high TC superconductors (SCs)
[1], a search for the new SCs extended to a variety of iron-based layered compounds like ROFeAs («1111», R = rare earth metal), AFe2Se2 («122», A = divalent
alkaline earth metal), BFeSe («111», B = alkali metal), and simple FeSe(Te) materials («11»), which exhibited SC with transition temperatures TC in the range of
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8–55 K [2–5]. Among iron-based SCs, FeSe1íxTex chalcogenides are distinguished by their structural simplicity. Though SC with medium transition temperatures about TC û 8 K was observed for Se deficient FeSe compounds, the
partial replacing of Se with Te has provided TC û 15 K at about 50% Te substitution [6]. Furthermore, the substantial enhancement of TC was observed in FeSe
under high pressures, yielding the SC transition temperatures as high as TC û 27 K
[7], 34 K [8], 35 K [9], and 37 K [10]. Large pressure effects on TC were also observed for other iron-based SCs [3,11], suggesting an important role of the pressure which provides a controlled modification of superconducting properties
without introducing the disorder effects by chemical substitution or doping.
There is growing anticipation that superconductivity is driven by spin fluctuations due to proximity to magnetic instability in these compounds [2,12]. The itinerant spin-density-wave (SDW) transitions were established in parent compounds of
the Fe-based SCs, which are resulted in relatively small ordered magnetic moments,
and in essentially non-Curie-Weiss behavior of magnetic susceptibility $ with temperature above TSDW [4,5]. On the other hand, the undoped FeTe compound is not
superconducting but magnetically ordered [6], and it was suggested that in FeTe the
local magnetic moments interact via short-range superexchange [4,5].
There is still a controversy regarding an interplay between electronic structure,
magnetism and superconductivity in the iron-based SC compounds. Therefore, further studies of magnetic and superconducting properties and their evolution with
pressure can help to elucidate a mechanism of the superconductivity in the Fe-based
SCs. In particular, the studies of pressure effect on magnetic susceptibility of the
iron-based SC systems can shed more light on the nature of their magnetism. We
expect that corresponding pressure (or volume) derivatives of $ are especially sensitive to the mechanism of magnetic interactions. The main objective of this study is
to investigate atomic volume and pressure effects on magnetic properties of the
LaFeAsO and FeSe1íxTex systems, which demonstrate a substantial pressure effect
on TC. The corresponding ab initio calculations of the electronic structure and magnetic susceptibility are supplemented by analysis of available experimental data.
The experimental data on magnetic susceptibility behavior of iron-based SCs in
the normal state are still incomplete and contradictory [4–6]. In particular, the
magnetic behaviors of FeSe1íxTex systems are substantially complicated by the
presence of magnetic impurities and secondary phases. Therefore, it is very important to obtain the intrinsic susceptibility of the Fe-based SCs, in order to verify
theoretical models, which can describe behavior of $ at ambient conditions and
under pressure, and to elucidate effects of spin fluctuations.
In this work the polycrystalline LaFeAsO0.85F0.1 and FeSe1íxTex (x û 0 and 1)
samples were obtained by conventional solid-state synthesis. The single crystals
FeSe1íxTex with x û 0.5 and 1 were grown by slow cooling with the self-flux
method, and two series of samples have been prepared. The phase content of the
samples was checked by the X-ray diffraction method. Hereafter, we will refer to
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the polycrystalline and single-crystalline samples of FeSe1íxTex as P and S, respectively, followed by the series number. The dc magnetization studies were carried out in the magnetic field up to 50 kOe and the temperature range 4.2í300 K
using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer.
For single crystals the magnetic field was applied along the tetragonal c-axis.
As seen in Fig. 1, the studied sample LaFeAsO0.85F0.1 shows the superconducting
transition at temperature TC û 26 K. For the normal state, the $(T) dependence,
measured in H t 1 T, appears to be relatively flat and roughly described by the
í4
mean value of $av ~ 5·10 emu/mol. The peculiar feature of the low-field magnetic susceptibility of LaFeAsO0.85F0.1 is a clear cusp at T û 135 K with a sharp
rise of $ with cooling from TM û 135 K to TC û 26 K.
F, 10–4 emu/mol
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of dc
magnetic susceptibility of LaFeAsO0.85F0.1
in different magnetic fields H, T: ‘ – 1.0,
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Our magnetization M(H) measurements on FeSe1íxTex have revealed a relatively large content of ferromagnetic (FM) impurities in the studied samples. In
high magnetic fields the M(H) dependences show a linear behavior with a slope
determined by the intrinsic magnetic susceptibility of the samples. By their extrapolation to the zero field we have obtained the saturation moment values of FM
impurities in our samples, which fall in the range from 25 to 300 emu/mol, being
weakly dependent on temperature (see Table).
Table
Superconducting transition temperature TC (in K), FM impurity saturation magnetic
í3
moment MS (emu/mol) and host (intrinsic) magnetic susceptibility $ (10 emu/mol)
at room and zero temperatures for FeTe1íxSex compounds
Compound

TC

MS

FeSe0.963 (P)
FeSe0.5Te0.5 (S1)
FeSe0.5Te0.5 (S2)
FeTe0.95 (P)
FeTe (S1)
FeTe (S2)

~7
13.5
14.2
í
í
í

214
280
9
24
103
~0
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F
290 K
0.5 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.2
0.85 ± 0.1
2.7 ± 0.2
2.9 ± 0.2
5.7 ± 0.2

0K
0.75 ± 0.1
1.45 ± 0.2
0.4 ± 0.1
2.65 ± 0.2
3.6 ± 0.2
5.45 ± 0.2
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Despite the pronounced FM impurities effects, the obtained magnetization data
made it possible to estimate with sufficient accuracy the host (intrinsic) magnetic
susceptibilities $host for FeSe1íxTex samples from the slope of linear part of corresponding M(H) dependence in high fields. The resulted values of $host at some
fixed temperatures are shown by full circles in Fig. 2. In the figure we also present
the detailed $host(T) data, which were obtained according to the equation
$(T ) { $ host (T )

M (T ) M S

H,

(1)

from temperature dependence of the magnetization M(T) of FeSe1íxTex measured
in magnetic field of 30 kOe. Here the saturation moment value MS of FM impurity
is assumed to be constant and equal to its temperature-averaged value for a given
sample. The experimentally obtained basic superconducting and magnetic characteristics of the FeSe1íxTex samples are summarized in Table.

F, 10–3 emu/mol
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the host
magnetic susceptibility for some FeSe1íxTex
compounds: 1 – FeTe (S1), 2 – FeTe0.95 (P),
3 – FeTe0.5Se0.5 (S1), 4 – FeSe0.963 (P).
Full circles correspond to values derived
from the high-field magnetization data
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To gain a further insight into magnetic properties of the iron-based SC systems
in the normal state, the ab initio calculations of the electronic structure and paramagnetic susceptibility are carried out for LaFeAsO, FeSe and FeTe parent compounds within the density functional theory (DFT). The calculations were performed for varying atomic volume at the corresponding experimental lattice parameter ratios c/a.
Under ambient conditions LaFeAsO and FeSe1íxTex compounds possess the
tetragonal crystal structure (space group P4/nmm). The crystal lattice is composed
of alternating slabs, which are stacked along the c-axis. Each iron layer is sandwiched between two chalcogen/pnictogen layers, which form edge-shared tetrahedrons around the iron sites. The positions of As (or Se/Te) sheets are fixed by
the internal parameter Z, which represents the height of these atoms above the iron
square plane. This parameter also determines the chalcogen-Fe bond angles.
Crystal structure parameters of LaFeAsO and FeSe1íxTex compounds were established in a number of works by means of X-ray and neutron diffraction studies
[1,5–7].
The previous ab initio calculations of the electronic structure of the «1111»and «11»-type iron-based SCs were predominantly related to studies of the AFM
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and SDW ordering (e.g. Refs. [12–14]).
In this work the electronic structure calculations are carried out for LaFeAsO,
FeSe and FeTe compounds with the
aim to study a paramagnetic response in
an external magnetic field, and to elucidate a nature of pressure effect on
paramagnetism and magnetic instability. The ab initio calculations are carried out by employing a full-potential
all-electron relativistic linear muffin-tin
orbital method (FP-LMTO, code RSPt
[15,16]). No shape approximations
Fig. 3. Total density of states of the par- were imposed on the charge density or
amagnetic FeSe around EF (solid line) and potential, what is especially important
the partial contribution of the iron d-states for the layered crystal structures. The
(dashed line). The Fermi level position (at exchange-correlation potential was trea0 eV) is marked by a vertical line
ted within the local spin density approximation (LSDA, [17]) of the DFT.
The calculated basic features of electronic structure of LaFeAsO, FeSe and
FeTe are in a qualitative agreement with results of earlier calculations [12–14]. In
particular, the detailed density of states (DOS) N(E) of FeSe is presented in Fig. 3.
In the vicinity of the Fermi level EF the d-states of Fe provide the dominant contribution to DOS in the range –2 eV and 2 eV around EF = 0. The p states of chalcogen/pnictogen atoms are predominantly extended in the interstitial region, and
their partial contributions to DOS in vicinity of EF are substantially smaller for
FeSe, FeTe and LaFeAsO. As seen in Fig. 3, in FeSe the Fermi level lies at the
steep slope of N(E) at the beginning of a pseudogap of about û 0.7 eV. The
evaluated for LaFeAsO, FeSe and FeTe volume derivatives d ln N EF / d ln V
are found to be positive and equal to 0.94, 1.25 and 1.42, respectively, suggesting
the decrease of N(EF) with uniform reduction of the unit cell volume.
The FP-LMTO-LSDA calculations of the field-induced spin and orbital (Van Vleck)
magnetic moments were carried out for LaFeAsO, FeSe and FeTe self-consistently
within the procedure described in Ref. [16] by means of the Zeeman operator
HZ

B

H 2sˆ + Iˆ

(2)

which was incorporated in the original FP-LMTO Hamiltonian. Here H is the external
magnetic field, Æ and Î – the spin and orbital angular momentum operators, respectively. For the tetragonal LaFeAsO, FeSe, and FeTe the paramagnetic contributions
$spin and $orb were derived from the field-induced spin and orbital magnetic moments
calculated in an external field of 10 T, which was applied parallel and perpendicular to
the c-axis. The evaluated magnetic anisotropy, which is determined by the orbital con64
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tribution, appeared to be negligible. The orbital Van Vleck contribution itself is substantially smaller (about 10%) than the strongly enhanced spin susceptibility $spin.
The calculated behavior of the field-induced magnetization in LaFeAsO is presented in Fig. 4. Due to the close proximity of the induced spin-polarized state to
the spontaneous magnetic ordering for the experimental lattice parameters, the
calculated total magnetic moment rises to û 0.2µB, which in fact is close to the
experimentally observed magnetic moment of 0.36µB at Fe site in the AFM state
[5]. As seen in Fig. 4, the spontaneous spin polarization occurs in the field-induced
calculations at cell volumes above the theoretical value VLSDA, whereas for V d aLSDA
(approximately 6% lower than the experimental value), a paramagnetic response
was obtained. For the theoretical equilibrium volume the contributions $spin and
í3
í3
$orb are found to be equal to 0.545·10 emu/mol and 0.046·10 emu/mol, respectively.

Fig. 4. Magnetic moment induced in the
undoped LaFeAsO in the field of H = 10 T
as a function of the cell volume with c/a
and Z parameters fixed to their experimental ambient pressure values. Dashed
vertical lines denote the calculated LSDA
equilibrium volume and the experimental
volume of LaFeAsO (from left to right)

For FeSe and FeTe the magnetic response to the external field appeared to be
very sensitive to the height Z of chalcogen species from the Fe plane. The corresponding calculated dependences of magnetic susceptibility for FeSe and FeTe are
given in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. We can estimate the contributions to $ of
í3
í3
FeSe as $spin = 0.55·10 emu/mol and $orb = 0.11·10 emu/mol for the experimental values of lattice parameters and Z (Z = 0.26 [7]). Therefore the calculated
field-induced magnetic moments are in agreement with the experimental susceptibility of FeSe in the normal state (Table).
The itinerant nature of the hybridized 3d-states of Fe is an essential condition for
the field- induced calculations of paramagnetic susceptibility. There is a strong experimental support of this itinerant picture for FeSe, which is expected to be in a
non-magnetic spin-degenerate state [5]. For FeTe, however, a validity of the fieldinduced calculations of $ is questionable due to the expected more localized nature
of the 3d-states. Therefore, the calculations for FeTe are performed only for volumes smaller than the experimental volume, and results of these calculations have to
be thoroughly verified by other methods, and compared with experimental data.
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Fig. 5. Calculated paramagnetic susceptibility of FeSe as a function of the internal lattice
parameter Z. The unit cell volume and c/a ratio are fixed to their experimental ambient
3
pressure values (78.4 Å and 1.464, [7]). The dashed line is a guide for the eye. The
dashed-dotted line corresponds to the experimental value of Z
Fig. 6. Calculated paramagnetic susceptibility of FeTe as a function of the internal lattice
3
parameter Z for LSDA optimized (87 Å ) unit cell volume. The c/a ratio is fixed to the
experimental ambient pressure value (1.647 [7]). The dashed line is a guide for the eye

Fig. 7. Calculated volume dependence of the
paramagnetic susceptibility d ln $ / d lnV
of FeSe as a function of the internal lattice
parameter Z. The c/a ratio is fixed to the
experimental ambient pressure value
(1.464 [7]). The dashed line is a guide for
the eye

The calculated for FeSe magnetovolume effect d lnF/d lnV is presented in Fig. 7.
It sharply increases with Z and reaches the values consistent with magnetovolume
effects in transition metals and compounds having substantially exchange-enhanced
paramagnetic susceptibility (e.g. Pd, Sc, TiCo, Ni3Al, YNi5 [16,18,19]). This means
that FeSe compound is on the verge of magnetic instability and close to a quantum
critical point, which can result in strong spin fluctuations.
Within the experimental errors, the obtained data in Table indicate a gradual
increase in magnetic susceptibility for FeSe1íxTex system with increasing of tellurium content. For FeTe compound the paramagnetic state is unstable, and conver66
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gence of the self-consistent field-induced LSDA calculations was actually obtained only for reduced lattice parameters. This is especially relevant to parameter
Z, which had to be also reduced for about 10%. Therefore one should consider the
calculated paramagnetic susceptibility of FeTe in Fig. 6 as a rough estimation
which presumably allows to establish a trend for the effect of parameter Z. To
further address the question whether a qualitative agreement between the calculated $ and experimental data for FeTe in Table I might be fortuitous, the detailed
study of pressure effect on $ is highly desirable.
In conclusion, the superconducting transitions are detected at 8 and 13.6–14.2 K
in FeSe0.963 and FeSe0.5Te0.5 samples, respectively. Magnetic susceptibility of
FeSe1íxTex (x û 0, 0.5 and 1.0) compounds was investigated in the temperature
range 4.2–300 K, and the intrinsic $ in the series of iron chalcogenides FeSe0.963,
FeSe0.5Te0.5 and FeTe is estimated to increase gradually ten times as much with
Te content.
Ab initio calculations of the electronic structure and paramagnetic contributions
to susceptibility of FeSe compound have revealed that this system is in close
proximity to a quantum critical point, and this nearness can result in strong spin
fluctuations. The paramagnetic susceptibility calculated in external magnetic field
appears to be close to the experimental value for FeSe. These results point out that
itinerant magnetism theory is relevant to describe magnetic properties of FeSe
system. For both FeSe and FeTe, the LSDA calculated paramagnetic susceptibilities reveal a large magnetovolume effect and a drastic sensitivity to the structural
parameter Z. Therefore, the experimental study of pressure effect on $ would be
very useful to further address the question about a nature of paramagnetic state in
FeSe1íxTex.
This work has been supported by the Russian-Ukrainian RFBR-NASU project
43-02-10 and 10-02-90409.
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<IEB< LBKDM G: ?E?DLJHGGM ;M>H<M L: F:=G1LG1
<E:KLB<HKL1 G:>IJH<1>GBD1< G: HKGH<1 A:E1A:
A <BKHDBFB AG:Q?GGYFB TC
>hke•^`_gh \ieb\ lbkdm gZ _e_dljhggm kljmdlmjm lZ fZ]g•lg• \eZklb\hkl• gZ^ijh\•^gbd•\ gZ hkgh\• aZe•aZ FeSe1íxTex (x û 0, 0.5 lZ 1.0) c LaFeAsO. I_j_o•^ \
gZ^ijh\•^gbc klZg \ kihemdZo FeSe0.963, FeSe0.5Te0.5 c LaFeAsO0.85F0.1 kihkl_j•]Z\ky \•^ih\•^gh ijb TC û 8, 13.6í14.2 lZ 26 K. <bagZq_gh, sh ijblZfZggZ
kihemdZf fZ]g•lgZ kijbcgyleb\•klv $ \ jy^m FeSe0.963, FeSe0.5Te0.5 c FeTe ihklmih\h a[•evrm}lvky ijb[ebagh gZ ihjy^hd \_ebqbgb a• ajhklZggyf dhgp_gljZp•€ l_emjm. >ey kihemdb LaFeAsO0.85F0.1 gZ \bf•jyg•c \ keZ[dhfm ihe• aZe_`ghkl• $(T) \by\e_gZ hkh[eb\•klv m \b]ey^• aeZfm ih[ebam l_fi_jZlmjb TM û 135 K. >ey
^hke•^`m\Zgbo kihemd a^•ckg_gh ab initio jhajZomgdb _e_dljhggh€ kljmdlmjb c iZjZfZ]g•lgh€ kijbcgyleb\hkl• \ aZe_`ghkl• \•^ Zlhfgh]h h[’}fm • kljmdlmjgh]h iZjZf_ljm Z, sh \bagZqZ} \bkhlm Zlhf•\ oZevdh]_gm \•^ghkgh iehsbgb Zlhf•\ aZe•aZ.
JhajZomgdb •g^mdh\Zgbo ihe_f fZ]g•lgbo fhf_gl•\ lZ €o h[’}fgbo iho•^gbo \dZamxlv gZ [ebavd•klv pbo kihemd ^h d\Zglh\h€ djblbqgh€ lhqdb. >ey kihemd FeSe c
FeTe jhajZoh\Zg• iZjZfZ]g•lg• kijbcgyleb\hkl• \by\eyxlv agZqgbc fZ]g•lhh[’}fgbc _n_dl lZ _dklj_fZevgm qmleb\•klv ^h iZjZf_ljm Z.
Dexqh\• keh\Z: FeAs-gZ^ijh\•^gbdb, FeSe(Te)-kihemdb, _n_dl lbkdm, gZfZ]g•q_g•klv, _e_dljhggZ kljmdlmjZ
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<EBYGB? >:<E?GBY G: WE?DLJHGGMX KLJMDLMJM
B F:=GBLGU? K<HCKL<: <UKHDHL?FI?J:LMJGUO
K<?JOIJH<H>GBDH< G: HKGH<? @?E?A:
Bamq_gu wnn_dlu ^Z\e_gby gZ we_dljhggmx kljmdlmjm b fZ]gblgu_ k\hckl\Z
k\_joijh\h^gbdh\ gZ hkgh\_ `_e_aZ FeSe1íxTex (x û 0, 0.5 b 1.0) b LaFeAsO. I_j_oh^ \ k\_joijh\h^ys__ khklhygb_ \ kh_^bg_gbyo FeSe0.963, FeSe0.5Te0.5 b
LaFeAsO0.85F0.1 gZ[ex^Zeky khhl\_lkl\_ggh ijb TC û 8, 13.6í14.2 b 26 K. MklZgh\e_gh, qlh ijbkmsZy kh_^bg_gbyf fZ]gblgZy \hkijbbfqb\hklv $ \ jy^m FeSe0.963,
FeSe0.5Te0.5 b FeTe fhghlhggh \hajZklZ_l ijbf_jgh gZ ihjy^hd \_ebqbgu k ih\ur_gb_f dhgp_gljZpbb l_eemjZ. >ey kh_^bg_gby LaFeAsO0.85F0.1 \ baf_j_gghc \ keZ[hf
ihe_ aZ\bkbfhklb $(T) [ueZ h[gZjm`_gZ hkh[_gghklv \ \b^_ baehfZ ijb TM û 135 K.
>ey bkke_^m_fuo kh_^bg_gbc \uiheg_gu ab initio jZkq_lu we_dljhgghc kljmdlmju
b iZjZfZ]gblghc \hkijbbfqb\hklb \ aZ\bkbfhklb hl Zlhfgh]h h[t_fZ b kljmdlmjgh]h iZjZf_ljZ Z, dhlhjuc hij_^_ey_l hlghkbl_evgmx \ukhlm Zlhfh\ oZevdh]_gZ
gZ^ iehkdhklvx `_e_aZ. JZkq_lu bg^mpbjh\Zgguo ihe_f fZ]gblguo fhf_glh\ b bo
h[t_fguo ijhba\h^guo mdZau\Zxl gZ [ebahklv wlbo kh_^bg_gbc d d\Zglh\hc djblbq_kdhc lhqd_. >ey kh_^bg_gbc FeSe b FeTe jZkkqblZggu_ iZjZfZ]gblgu_ \hkijbbfqb\hklb k\b^_l_evkl\mxl h agZqbl_evghf fZ]gblhh[t_fghf wnn_dl_ b kbevghc
qm\kl\bl_evghklb d kljmdlmjghfm iZjZf_ljm Z.
Dexq_\u_ keh\Z: FeAs k\_joijh\h^gbdb, FeSe(Te)-kh_^bg_gby, wnn_dl ^Z\e_gby,
gZfZ]gbq_gghklv, we_dljhggZy kljmdlmjZ
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